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Abstract. ?be low-temperature nuclear orienlation of "Mn in ferromagnetic PI-IO at.% 
Fe has teen studied in the temperature range &SO mK and in the aternal magnelic field 
Dnge 0.5-8.5 T Considerahle non-collinearity o f  Mn magnetic moments with respect to 
the buik magnelization direction has k e n  found in the whole Bra range. A model 
based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the first-ncighlaur approximation is pmposed, 
which fully describes our experimental dam. We found tlint ilic lint-nciglibour Mn-Fe 
axchange intzraction is antiferromagnetic with the value &.-pc = -21( 1) K, which lies 
in the range of the nearest-neighhour Mn-Mn or Fe-Fe exchange intelilctim parametcn 
for Pi-based alloys. 

1. Intmduction 

Pt-Fe alloys are systems with magnetic clusters localized around Fe atom and 
they show ferromagnetic order above 0.76 at.% Fe [I] .  The magnetic behaviour 
of these alloys has been successfully described by the magnetic environment model 
12, 31, Neutron diffraction experiments on Pt-IO at.% Fe have resulted in average 
magnetic moments localized on Fe and Pt atoms given by ~ 1 ~ ; ~  = 3.12(2)pB and 
ppt = O.198(2)pB, respectively [4], and Tc = 160 K [S, 61. A study of the critical 
parameters has shown that this alloy belongs to the universal class of 3D Heisenberg 
magnets 161. At higher Fe concentrations the magnetic structure of Pt-Fe alloys is 
more complicated. The disordered Pt,Fe alloy is a ferromagnet, unlike the ordered 
Pt,Fe system, which is an antiferromagnet with TN = 170 K [7]. 

Unlike Fe impurities, Mn impurities in Pt polarize the surrounding Pt aioms only 
weakly and the magnetic moment of a cluster around an Mn impurity lor Pt-5 at.% 
Mn (pel = 8.8p,) [SI does not much exceed the Mn free-spin value (pM, = 5pB), 
The spin-glass state has been observed in Pt-Mn in the concentration range 0.08- 
3.8 at.% Mn [9, 101; this is attributed to the antilerromagnetic coupling between 
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neighbouring Mn-Mn pairs, On the other hand, the ordered Pt,Mn system is a 
ferromagnet with T, = 390 K and with magnetic moments localized on both Mn and 
Pt sites [Ill. 

The low-temperature nuclear orientation (NO) technique is a useful tool for 
studying local magnetic structure around an impurity (see the recent review in [12]). 
In NO experiments the angular distribution w( 8, T )  of y-rays of radioactive probe 
nuclei at sufficiently low temperature T is measured. For our "Mn probe the 
anisotropy W ( 0 , T )  can be expressed by the formula 

W(Q,T) = 1 + Q~AZBZ(&,/~T)J'Z(WS~) + Q 4 A 4 B 4 ( E m / W P 4 ( m ~ @  (1) 

where Qk and A k ( B k )  are  the known constants (functions) conventionally defined 
in the literature on NO (e.g. [IZ]). E, is the hyperfine splitting energy defined by 

Em = g N @ N  Blol (2)  

with 

= Bbf + Bexi (3) 

where B,, is the total magnetic field acting on the nuclei. B ,  and B, are 
the hyperfine and external magnetic fields, respectively. The functions Pk are the 
Legendre polynomials and B is the angle between B,,, and the ?-ray observation 
direction. 

Using NO, Thompson et al [13] have investigated the behaviour of Mn spins in 
pure Pt and have found that the Mn magnetization deviates from purely paramagnetic 
behaviour at very low E,, probably owing to Mn interactions with one or more other 
3 0  impurities of very low concentrations in the host. In our earlier papers [14, 15) 
we reported the NO study of "Mn impurities in low-Fe-concentration (0.05-1 at.%) 
Pt-Fe alloys. Considerable non-collinearity of Mn magnetic moments with respect 
to the matrix magnetization has been found at external fields of several teslas. In 
the case of ferromagnetic Pt-1 at.% Fe the Mn magnetic moment saturation was not 
achieved even when E ,  = 9 T The study of "Mn in ferromagnetic Pt-10 at.% Fe at 
lower E,, [16] has shown that the Mn spins are frozen with a mean angle of about 
20'' with respect to the matrix magnetization. E,,-values from 0.4 to 1.2 T have no 
effect on this Mn misalignment. 

In this paper we present an NO experimental study of 54Mn:Pt-10 at.% Fe in the 
temperature range 450 mK and the B, range 0.54.5 T A simple model based 
on the localized spin model with the first-neighbour interaction approximation, which 
completely described our experimental data, has been proposed. The value obtained 
for the Mn-Fe exchange parameter is discussed. 

2. Experiment 

The sample 54Mn:Pt-10 at.% Fe was prepared by the standard melting technique 
followed by cold rolling and annealing in high vacuum and was the Same as used 
in [16]. The total Mn concentration in the sample (including non-active Mn) was 
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estimated to be below 10 ppm. The sample in the form of a foil was soldered to the 
mld tinger of the dilution refrigerator with its surface parallel to the B, direction. 

The NO experiments were performed at the off-line NO facility at Leuven in the 
B ,  range 0.5-8.5 T and in the temperature range 4-50 mK (the temperature even 
fell to 3 mK when E=,, was reduced very slowly to beween 1 and 2 T probably as a 
result of nuclear demagnetization of the mpper finger). A "CO-Fe No thermometer 
and a Ge(Li) detector in the E=, direction were used. 

Experimental values of the anisotropy W as a function of both temperature and 
E, have been obtained. The temperature dependences of W for four E,-values 
are shown in figures 1 and 2 

0.n 

0 .7  

, i m Y !  

FIgum 1. Ihe temperalure dependence of W for "Mn:Pt-IO al.% Fe: +, experimental 
values, Bm = 2 1: 0, experimental values, E.* = 4 ?: -, k~t fit (see text). 

3. Analyses of the experimental data and discussion 

3.1. Ficritious hyperfine field 

The most straightfonvard analysis of the experimental W data is based on the 
assumption that only one 'effective' hyperfine field Be, acts on the s4Mn nuclei, 
which is collinear with B ,  and negative (hy analogy to B,, on S4Mn in pure Pt (i.e. 
-36.5(15) T )  [13]). Thus, using (1)-(3) and supposing that 0 = 00, one can calculate 
these fictitious Be,-values from the experimental anisotropies W .  The temperature 
dependences of E,, for three E,,-values are shown in figure 3. 

As one can see from our data, there is a significant temperature dependence of 
E,, even when E, = 8.5 'I: Be, also depends on E,, when the temperature is 
constant. On the other hand, at higher temperatures and E,-values the E,,-values 
tend to 'saturate' at a value which is close to the E,,-value of %Mn in Pt. 
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Figure 2 'The temperalure dependence of W for 54Mn:Pt-lLl at.% Fe: 0,  experimental 
values, Em = 7 1: A ,  experiolental values, €3, = 8.5 'C -. k s t  fit (we lext). 

The strong temperature dependence of B, indicates that the extraction of Be, 
from W using (1)-(3) with 0 = 0' is not correct. In order to obtain a true value 
of B,,, some non-collinearity of B,, with respect to B, (0 = 0') must be assumed 
(see, e.g., [14, 171). 
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3.2. Non-collinearity qf M n  magnetic moments 

As a more realistic model we assumed that t!ere was some non-collinearity between 
B ,  (which is in the -pray observation direction) and the Mn magnetic moment 
(which is in the B, direction). We fitted the temperature dependence of W at a 
given B,(= 0.5, 2, 4, 5.5, 7 and 8 5  Tj using (1)-(3) with two free parameters: 
a B,-value and an angle a between B,, and B,. The fits resulted in ,$-values 
of approximately unity and BM-values near the E,, for pure Pt (our mean value 
E ,  = (-)38(2) T). The angle a decreased when E ,  increased (from 01 = 18.8(3)' 
at B ,  = 0.5 T to a = 15.6(2)' at E ,  = 8.5 Tj. 

As a next step we recalculated all W-values for cos Q using (1)-(3) and assuming 
E,  = (-)38 T The E ,  dependence of cos a for the temperature range 5-10 mK 
is shown in figure 4. If we suppose that pMn 0: E,, we can conclude that the Mn 
magnetic moment in Pt-10 at.% Fe preserves its free-spin value but it is not aligned 
along B, even at higher B,. E ,  turns it only slightly. 

0 9 9  

E... I l l  

Figure 4 Ihe E,, dependence of ms CI (a is the angle of non-collinearity) for S4Mn:Pt- 
10 at.% Fe (T = >IO mK). 

As a reason for the observed Mn non-collinearity, a misalignment of the matrix 
itself cannot be completely excluded. In principle, competition between ferromagnetic 
and antiferromagnetic coupling between both Fe spins and/or Fe-Pt clusters could 
lead to asperomagnetic behaviour (see, e.g., [IS]). The magnetic measurements of 
Pt-1 at.% Fe 1191 demonstrated that this alloy does not show perfect ferromagnetic 
order. Hamzic er a1 [ZO] claim that the ferromagnetic alloys Pt-Fe (1-5 at.% Fe) 
are not perfectly aligned even when B, = 3 T and the temperature is much less 
than T,, probably because of a partially unquenched Fe orbital moment [21]. On the 
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other hand, our latest Mossbauer study of Pt-10 at.% Fe at 4.2 K [22] has shown 
the complete alignment of Fe spins at B, 2 0.5 T We therefore believe that our 
higher-Fe-concentration Pt-Fe matrix has the Fe (and Pt) spins campletely aligned 
along B ,  even a t  lower Be, in the temperature range used. 

The Mn spin (probably including its nearest neighbours) is therefore misaligned 
with respect to the matrix magnetization. Since the Mn orbital moment is completely 
quenched in Pt 1211 and the Mn-Mn interactions can be. neglected owing to a very low 
Mn concentration, the most probable reason for this behaviour is antiferromagnetic 
coupling of Mn spins with some surrounding spins. Because of the variety of Mn 
nearest neighbours, our asumption that the only misalignment angle is a seems to 
be too simple. 

3.3. Localized-spin model 

For a deeper understanding of the observed Mn behaviour the following model, based 
on the localized-spin model, has been proposed. We used the following assumptions. 

(a) The magnetic moments are localized on the Pt, Fe and Mn sites with the 
values gn = 0.2gB, k~~~ = 3 . 1 2 ~ ~ ~  141 and pm = 5pB (we assume thc Mn free-spin 
value). The system is described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 

where J,,  is the exchange interaction parameter between the i th  and j t h  atoms and 
Si = pi /2pB. Hereafter we take into account the nearest-neighhour interaction only. 

@) The Fe and Mn atoms are randomly distributed in the Pt FCc lattice. The 
probability p ,  that the Mn atom has n Fe atoms as its first neighbours is given by 
the binomial law 

where ck is the Fe atomic concentration (we assume that cMo i 0). In our case for 
cFe = 0.1 we obtain p ,  = 0.282, pl = 0.377, p 2  = 0.230, p ,  = 0.085, etc. 

(c) The Fe spin feels the influence of E,, and the molecular field BZ,.  In the 
molecular-field approximation, BFol can be estimated as 

BEl = 3Tck/2gB(S, + 1) .  (6) 

For our case (T, = 160 K [6]), B E ,  = 140 T Similar influenccs of B, and BFi on 
the Mn spin can be considered except that B Z  is unknown. 

As we pointed out earlier, we are taking into account only the nearest-neighbour 
interactions which are the following: 

(1) the exchange Mn-Fe interaction 

E,, - J  M.-F.smspe (probably J,,-F~ < 0)  
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(2) the interaction of Fe and Mn moments with the external magnetic field and 
the molecular field (in the classical limit) 

Et,m = -%Sf,, {BUt + I(12 - nm,f)/121B2:} 

where the subscripts f and m correspond to Fe and Mn atoms, respectively. 

presented in the form 
Thus the energy for an ‘Mn site’ (Mn atom plus its first neighbours) can be 

E, = A , c o s a + C , m s p + D , c o s ( a - P )  (7) 

where A,, = E,,, C, = nEB,  D ,  = nE,, n = nFe is the number of Fe atoms as 
first neighbours (nMn = 1 since c& - 0). and a and p are the angles between Be* 
and the Mn and Fe magnetic moments, respectively (we assume that Bdlp3mo,). 

The interaction of Mn and Fe with the Pt atoms does not appear in (7) directly 
as it is taken into account through E,,,. 

For our temperature range, a and 0 are obtained by the minimization (7). The 
results for ma,, which is of interest, are firstly, for the weak antiferromagnetic or 
ferromagnetic Mn-Fe exchange interaction, 

secondly, for the intermediate antiferromagnetic Mn-Fe exchange interaction, 

+ (AnCn)/IAn -C,l 2 D ,  2 -A,C,/(A, + C,) 

U I S a ,  = [Di(Cf, - A t ) -  AtC;]/2AtCnD,, 

D, 2 +A,C,/lA, - G I  
A, >C,:cosa ,=- l  (10) 

(9) 

and thirdly, for the strong antiferromagnetic Mn-Fe exchange interaction, 

A ,  < C, : cos a, = +l. 

The anisotropy W is then given by 

where W’ is calculated from (1)-(3) and (8)-(IO) considering that both B,,, and 
cos .G are functions of E,, and cos a,. 

We have carried out the fit using (11) to all our W ( T ,  Be*) data with three free 
parameters: E,,, E:$ and JMn-&. The best-fit values are 
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with x2 = 1. As an example of the good correspondence between the model with the 
hest-fit values and our experiment the fitted curves are shown in figures 1 and 2. 

The E ,  obtained is close to the hypefine field on 54Mn in Pt (= -36.5(15) T 
[13]) and also to that on 54Mn in pure Pd (= -38 T [23]), where the Mn free-spin 
value is supposed. We can conclude that in the ferromagnetic Pt-10 at.% Fe alloy 
the Mn magnetic moment also holds its free-spin d u e  of about 5rdB, as we ssumed. 

3.4. Exchange interaction parameters 

Some parameters of the exchange interaction between Mn and Fe spins in Pt-based 
alloys, which are available from the literature, are summarized in table 1. 

Tabk 1. Paramelem of the exchange interaction Irlween Mn and Fe spins in Pt-hnsed 
allays. 

~~~~~ 

Mulual 
distance 

Exchange (Ialtice J 
interaction parameter) Matrix (K) Reference Remarks 

F e F e  1 PtjFe +W [241 Neulron diflmdion. 
JI -20 su-exuhangc-p.lrameter fit 
Jj +I6 

Mn-Mn 1 P1,Mn +45 [ I l l  F n m  Tc. only the first- 
neighhour Mn-Mn interaction 
nsumcd (S 2 2.5) 

Mn-Mn 1 / d  PtMn, -4 [=I Fmm T N ,  J? z 0. S z 2.5 

Mn-Fe I /& Mn:Pt-10 al.% Fe -21 This work See lex1 

The Fe-Fe exchange interactions in ordered Pt,Fe [24] show an oscillatory 
character of the RKKY type. The exchange parameter of the Fe-Fe intcraction in Pt 
(mutual Fe-Fe distance I/&) is not definitely known, hut antiferromagnetic coupling 
is not completely excluded. The ferromagnetic behaviour of the low-Fe-concentration 
Pt-Fe alloys could then he caused by the large ferromagnetic-type Pt-Pt and Fe-Pt 
interactions, as was assumed in [2, 31. 

The Mn-Mn exchange interactions in Pt-based alloys seem to he of the RKKY type 
too with the first-neighbour interaction being antiferromagnetic. This is probably the 
reason that the low-Mn-concentration Pt-Mn alloys are spin-glass systems, since the 
ferromagnetic Mn-Pt interaction is much weaker than the Fe-Pt intcraction. 

The oscillatory character of Mn-Mn interactions has also heen found in low- 
Mn-concentration Pd-Mn alloys [26]. The exchange interaction bctwccn the nearest- 
neighbour Mn atoms has been estimated to be antiferromagnetic with J = -9 IC 

In the light of these facts our result-the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction 
between the Mn and Fe first neighbours in Pt-is quite rcasonahle. Even its 
magnitude lies in the range of the exchange interaction paramctcr values in similar 
materials. 

The value of BZl is somewhat lower than €IFo$, for our alloy; this could he 
connected with the lower ability of the Mn spins to polarize surrounding Pt atoms. 
On the other hand, when the value of JMn+, is calculated and then, using the model 
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proposed for Pt-Fe [Z], the magnitude of the magnetic moment of a cluster around 
an Mn atom in dilute Pt-Mn is derived, one obtains an unrealistically large d u e  
(about ?.Ope). This contradicts the experimental value (about 5 . 5 ~ ~ )  19, 101. This 
indicates that our B z - v a l u e  is caused not only by the Pt first neighbours but also, 
as in the case of BE, ,  by the next Fe atoms, which can contribute ferromagnetically. 
Our model should therefore be considered as oversimplified, especially because of 
the first-neighbour approximation. 

4. Conclusions 

Considerable non-collinearity of Mn spins with respect to the bulk magnetization in 
the ferromagnetic alloy Pt-10 at.% Fe has been found at  low temepratures and high 
B ,  using the NO technique. The simple model based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
in the first-neighbour approximation has described our experimcntal data. The Mn- 
Fe first-neighbour exchange interaction has been determined as antiferromagnetic, 
with the magnitude being in the range of the similar Mn-Mn and Fc-Fe exchange 
interactions in the Pt-based alloys. 

The model proposed has shown how to interpret similar NO experiments. We 
believe that the NO technique could thus be used to obtain information about 
unknown exchange interaction parameters in suitable magnetic systems. 
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